
Decentralized planning processes 

led to poor forecast performance. 

Inventory Flow provided a 

consistent and coherent demand 

baseline with visibility into drivers. 

Our demand predictions lead 

to 10+ pts wMAPE and bias 

improvement.

Global CPG enterprise transforms
demand planning with predictive AI

Fortune 500 company deploys Inventory Flow Demand Module to harmonize 

forecasting methodology across markets in 80+ countries.
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The Challenge 
This global CPG enterprise had decentralized planning processes across 80+ 

countries with limited alignment across regions. Each market had unique drivers 

of demand and its own go-to-market value chain, leading to a distinct set of 

requirements across markets to generate forecasts for a combination of demand 

types including sell- in, sell-through, sell-out, and macro-market forecast.

The Solution 
The Noodle.ai Inventory Flow Demand Module was implemented to harmonize the 

forecasting methodology across markets. The goal was to gain visibility into each 

local demand driver and improve the accuracy of demand forecasts that drive their 

supply chain operations. With the Inventory Flow Demand Module, planners get a 

data-driven consensus demand forecast, powered by predictive AI that improves 

accuracy and reduces bias across execution, operating, and strategic time horizons.

Deployment of the software began with a subset of demand drivers/types within 

5 countries and across 3 continents, where local sales history and market-specific 

demand drivers were used to accurately predict each demand type. The enterprise 

subsequently scaled globally.

The Benefits 
Inventory Flow Demand Module predictions outperformed the enterprise’s 

baseline on the most complex areas of the portfolio by more than 10 pts wMAPE 

improvement, and significantly reduced forecasting bias from 20% to low single-

digits. Demand planners gained new insights into the drivers behind individual point 

predictions and relationships between market, sell-through, and sell-in dynamics.
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